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1.

Introduction

There exist a great variety of phenomena taking place in porous solids that are strongly
affected by the morphological and topological characteristics of these media, among these
processes we can mention: (a) the immiscible displacement of a given fluid by another, (b)
imbibition and drying processes, (c) separation of fluid mixtures, (d) heterogeneous catalysis, and (e) catalytic deactivation, etc. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The characterization of mesoporous
and macroporous materials, especially the issue regarding the determination of the pore
size distribution of these substrates from experimental data, is a subject of great practical
importance that involves the development of both theoretical and experimental methods.
Some of the experimental techniques, as for instance NMR, SAXS, and SANS, require sophisticated instruments while some others such as Hg porosimetry and sorption of vapors
require simple devices that are available to many laboratories. In order to understand the
textural results provided by these methods, a crucial issue consists in the development of
∗
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a theory that can appraise the topological properties of these media. Among the already
available theories the Dual Site-Bond Model (DSBM) [7] results outstanding since this
approach represents practical advantages due to its simplicity and capability to recognize
topological correlations among pore entities. The DSBM [8] is particularly suitable for: (a)
conceiving [7, 9] representing [10], and classifying [11] pore networks; (b) understanding
and predicting the mechanisms of capillary processes [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] (such as capillary condensation and evaporation, mercury intrusion, imbibition, immiscible displacement,
etc.); (c) determining the texture of porous materials [17, 18]; and (d) accounting for the
peculiarities of heterogeneous surfaces of adsorbents (adsorption equilibrium and surface
diffusion, chemisorption, reaction rate in the adsorbed phase, and surface characterization)
[19]. It also has been applied to the description of other kinds of disordered systems such
as arboreous [20] and dense [21] aggregates resulting from the sol-gel transition, as well as
to the assessment of the morphology of polymers [22]. One way for conveniently modeling
porous media through the DSBM consists in the representation of the pore assemblage in
terms of a regular pore network. In this case, the porous space is represented via two pore
entities: the sites and the bonds. A site is a cavity that is surrounded and interconnected to
C fellow entities through bonds, which are necks or channels that communicate two neighboring sites. The C parameter is usually labeled as the connectivity of the pore network.
From the very nature of sites and bonds, it surges the theoretical background on which the
DSBM rests and that will be described in detail in the next section.
The applications of pore networks are extensive, going from the interpretation of
adsorption-desorption of vapors to Hg porosimetry experiments. Besides, refinements of
the DSBM have been developed as to incorporate geometric restrictions between neighboring pores [23], as well as in the description of dimorphic pore networks [24]. Furthermore, pore networks simulated from the DSBM have also been employed for describing
disordered substrates different from porous media, such as heterogeneous energetic surfaces [25] and pharmaceutical drug release matrices [26]. Additionally, the DSBM has also
been applied to study the properties of correlated percolating clusters [27]. Pore networks,
therefore, represent an important physical model for describing the structure of disordered
media.
A methodology for the in silico construction of pore networks is, indeed, relatively
simple to implement [28]. Briefly, it consists in departing from an arbitrary initial state
stablished after performing a random assignment of sizes to the sites and bonds of the pore
network sampled from the defined distribution of pore sizes. A Markov chain of successive
states is then obtained by swapping the sizes of two sites or two bonds chosen at random,
until a valid pore network configuration is attained; i.e., pore elements fulfill the expected
statistical properties stated by the DSBM [8, 34]. However, as the size correlation among
pore entities increases, the involved computational time increases exponentially, something
that really represents a problem given that the overall computational time turns out to be
of the order of several months, for the extreme cases of highly correlated networks [29].
This problem has been recently surmounted by proposing an efficient greedy computational
algorithm, called the NoMISS algorithm (No Mistake Initial Seeding Situation)[29].
The distinctive feature of the NoMISS algorithm is based on achieving, from the start,
an adequate linking among sites that are suitable of being interconnected together and then
continues with the assemblage of the remaining network elements. The adequate linking
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Table 1. Approaches employed for detailing the basic structural features of porous
media and energetically heterogeneous surfaces
Approach
Ref. No.
Dual Site Bond Model Fundamentals
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
Precluding Geometric Interferences among Pore Entities [23]
Design of Dimorphic Pore Networks
[24]
Description of Energetically Heterogeneous Surfaces
[18, 19, 25]
Description of Diverse Disordered Substrates
[20, 21, 22]
Pharmaceutical Drug Release Systems
[26]
Percolation Clusters
[27]
Pure Monte Carlo Methods
[28]
Greedy Algorithms
[29]
Parallel Computing Algorithms
[30]
Table 2. Description and treatment of diverse capillary and physicochemical phenomena occurring in porous media and heterogeneous surfaces
Approach
Sorption mechanisms
Determination of the Texture of Porous Materials
Transport in porous media (Immiscible displacement)
Imbibition and drainage
Molecular diffusion
Catalytic deactivation

Ref. No.
[2, 11, 13, 14, 15]
[17, 19]
[1, 3]
[5]
[16]
[4]

of pore elements is developed from an initial ordering of sites according to their sizes by
the use of linked lists storing the sizes of the sites and their C-bonds. A seeding process continues with the instauration of smaller pore network subunits, chosen adequately
from the linked lists and allocated randomly throughout the pore network, which are conveniently joined together at a later and final stage. The NoMISS algorithm has also been
recently implemented with parallel simulation techniques that have distributed the memory
consumption and speeded up computing time, issues intrinsic to large pore networks [30].
Table 1 summarizes the different approaches to describe heterogeneous structures and
their corresponding references. Likewise, Table 2 summarizes the physicochemical phenomena studied by means of the latter approaches and their corresponding references.
The present chapter thoroughly describes the computational techniques developed in
the two last references as well as the preliminary results that have been obtained for the
simulation of porous networks subjected to geometrical restrictions. Also, the structure
characterization of the constructed pore networks is updated within the framework of the
fractal and percolation theory, something missing in previous publications. The chapter
is organized as follows. Section 2, presents the theoretical background of the DSBM approach. Section 3, describes the incorporation of geometrical restrictions into the DSBM.
Section 4, covers the topological characterization of pore networks. Section 5, accounts for
the algorithms for the in silico construction of pore networks. Section 6, describes the paral-
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lel computational techniques for implementing the previous algorithms. Section 7, displays
the simulated pore networks and the results obtained therefrom. Finally, in Section 8, the
perspectives and the conclusion of this chapter are stated.

2.

The Dual Site-Bond Model (DSBM)

As mentioned previously, porous media can be described adroitly by considering sites
(antrae, cavities) and bonds (capillaries, throats, passages), which inevitably alternate to
form an interconnected network [8]. The connectivity C, is the mean number of bonds
meeting at a site. For simplicity, the size of each entity is expressed by using only one
quantity, R, defined as follows: for sites, considered as hollow spheres, R is the radius
of the sphere, while for bonds, idealized as hollow cylinders open at both ends (owing to
their function of passages), R is the radius of the cylinder. A twofold (sites and bonds) size
distribution is established by means of the normalized size probability density functions,
FS (RS ) and FB (RB ), of sites and bonds respectively. The fractions of sites, S(R), or
bonds, B(R), of sizes smaller than a particular value R are:
S (R) =

ZR

FS (RS ) dR;

B (R) =

0

ZR

FB (RB ) dR

(1)

0

Pore networks possess a very special property [7, 9]: the size of a site must be always
larger than (or at least equal to) the size of any one of its delimiting bonds. This Construction Principle (CP) is of the upmost importance for the case of highly overlapped FS (RS ),
FB (RB ) twofold structures, so that the elements are not free to distribute fully at random.
Two self-consistency laws guarantee the fulfillment of the CP . The first law states that
bonds must be enough and sufficiently small as to link the sites corresponding to a given
size distribution.
A second law is nevertheless still necessary since when there exists an overlap between
the site and bond size distributions topological correlations arise. Thus, the events of finding
a site of size RS ∈ (RS , RS + dRS ) and a size RB ∈ (RB , RB + dRB ) for a given one of
its C bonds are not independent. In this case, the joint probability for such an event is:
F (RS , RB ) = FS (RS ) FB (RB ) Φ (RS , RB ) dRS dRB

(2)

An expression of the second law can be deduced from the last equation as follows:
SecondLaw :Φ (RS , RB ) = 0,∀RS < RB

(3)

Here, the correlation function Φ (RS , RB ) incorporates all the information about the
site-bond assignment that will arise after constructing the pore network. For the simplest of
cases, called the Self Consistent situation, sites and bonds are assigned to each other in the
most random way as allowed by the CP, then, Φ (RS , RB ) attains the following form:
exp −
Φ (RS , RB ) =

S(R
R S)
S(RB )

dS
B−S

!

B (RS ) − S (RS )

exp −
=

B(R
R S)
B(RB )

dB
B−S

!

B (RB ) − S (RB )

(4)
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If we denote by Ω the overlapping area between the site and bond probability density
functions, as shown in Figure 1 for the case of Gaussian distributions, Φ involves the following properties: (i)ΦΩ→0 (RS , RB ) = 1 , ∀RS , RB ; this means that sites and bonds are
distributed completely at random, and (ii)ΦΩ→1 (RS , RB ) ∝ δ (RS − RB ); this indicates
that sites and bonds group together in the form of macroscopic patches, each one of these
regions having their own value of R. Thus, Ω is a fundamental parameter for describing the
topology of the pore network according to this model.

Figure 1. Overlapping (Ω) between the bond FB (RB ) and the site FS (RS ) size distributions. The s1 and s2 labels represent the smallest and the largest sites, respectively; similarly, the b1 and b2 labels symbolize the smallest and the largest bond entities, respectively.

3.

Geometrically Restrained Pore Network Modeling

Beyond the Self-Consistent situation, physical restraints arise when perceiving or simulating pore networks. On the basis of the DSBM approach, site-bond interconnections extend
all over the available space in order to conform a pore network. A physical constraint immediately surges when implementing the previous representation: two adjacent bonds (of
sizes RB1 and RB2 ) could interfere each other before arriving to the converging site if their
sizes fail to comply with the next condition:
R2B1 + R2B2 ≤ R2S

(5)

The above physical restraint generates a strong correlation among the sizes of the incumbent site and those of its incoming bonds, not to mention limitations imposed on the
sizes of the different pairs of neighboring converging bonds.
The considerations above presented lead us to formulate the following alternative Construction Principle (CP) concerning the simulation of pore networks endowed with geometrical restrictions among their constituting void elements: “While every bond that converges
into a site must be of a size smaller than this last cavity, two adjacent bonds converging
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to a site have still to assume the right combination of sizes in order to avoid any physical
interference between them before meeting together into the site".
The overlap Ω between the site- and bond-size distributions is a crucial parameter for
the attainment of a given pore topology (i.e., the exact sequence in which sites and bonds
are linked together throughout the pore network) is. Ω controls the extent of the correlations
existing among the sizes of pore elements and determines the arousal of phenomena such as
pore-size segregation, pore connectivity segregation, or the particular aspect of the diverse
pore zones.

4.

Structural Characterization of Pore Networks

The characterization of constructed pore networks may be carried out through the equations
next described. From here on out, we designate as T1-networks those porous structures
that comply with the construction principle, and as T2-networks those porous structures
that comply with both the construction principle and geometrical restrictions. Note that
xms and xmb correspond to the average sizes of sites and bonds respectively, and σ to the
standard deviation of the previous distributions.

4.1.

Conditional Probabilities

Two conditional probabilities can be formulated as follows:
P (RS /RB ) =

FS (RS ) Φ (RS , RB )
FB (RB )

(6)

P (RB /RS ) =

FB (RB ) Φ (RS , RB )
FS (RS )

(7)

Equation 6 refers to the conditional probability density for a given bond of the pore
network of size equal to RB to be connected to a site of size RS . Conversely, equation 7
defines the conditional probability density for a given site of the pore network of size equal
to RS to be connected to a bond of size RB . These two last probabilities can be numerically
evaluated by examining the sizes of the pore elements in the constructed pore networks.
Hence, by using numerical values of the probability densities in Equations 6 or 7, numerical
values of the correlation function Φ (RS , RB ) can be evaluated as well. Obviously, the
degree of size correlation among connected pore elements produces different graphs for the
quantities P (RB /RS ) and P (RS /RB ) vs. RB and RS , respectively. To exemplify this
point, we present in Figure 2 some values of these quantities for two networks with very
different degrees of correlation. As can be appreciated in Figure 2(a), PΩ→0 (RB /RS ) ≈
FB (RB ) . On the other hand, in Figure 2(b), PΩ→1 (RB /RS ) ≈ δ (RS − RB ).
Since the function Φ (RS , RB ) is bivariate, several different pairs of values for RS and
RB , representative of the mathematical domain of both FS (RS ) and FB (RB ), have to be
examined in order to characterize the pore network thoroughly. So, it is better to define an
average value of Φ (RS , RB ) accounting for the whole specific network:
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(b)

Figure 2. Conditional probability densities, P (RB /RS ), for three fixed sizes of sites: RS =
{xms − σ, xms, xms + σ} evaluated in T1-networks. (a) Ω = 0 (b) Ω = 0.92.

Φ (RS , RB ) =

*R =s R =b
2 X
2
S
B
X

+

Φ (RS , RB )

(8)

RS =s1 RB =b1

Where b1 , b2, s1 and s2 account for the sizes of the smallest bond, biggest bond, smallest
site and biggest site, respectively.
Combination of equations 6, 7 and 8 results in the definition of two average conditional
probability densities:
P (RS /RB ) =

FS (RS ) Φ (RS , RB )
FB (RB )

(9)

P (RB /RS ) =

FB (RB ) Φ (RS , RB )
FS (RS )

(10)

Figures 3 and 4 present results for T1 and T2 networks, accounting for the average probability densities P (RB /RS ) and P (RS /RB ) as functions of Z, a normalizing variable
associated to the standard normal distribution:
Z=

(

RB −xmb
; f or bonds
σ
RS −xms
; f or sites
σ

(11)

Also, Figure 5 shows results for T1 and T2 networks, accounting for Φ (RS , RB ).
The average probability density and the average value of the correlation function, both
calculated in T1-networks, reveal a mathematical evolution consistent with the value of the
overlaping. For the case of lowly correlated networks it is observed that PΩ→0 (RB /RS ) ≈
FB (RB ) and PΩ→0 (RS /RB ) ≈ FS (RS )(Figure 3); which is understandable taking
in mind that ΦΩ→0 (RS , RB ) = 1 for any combination of both RS and RB (hence
Φ (RS , RB ) = 1, as shown in Figure 5(a)). On the other hand, for the opposite case, it
is observed that PΩ→1 (RB /RS ) and PΩ→1 (RS /RB ) are ≈ 1/ (a − b), i.e., the uniform
distribution (Figure 3). This last finding can be understood if it is realized that each value
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Average conditional probability densities, (a) P (RB /RS ) and (b) P (RS /RB ),
evaluated in T1-networks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Average conditional probability densities, (a) P (RB /RS ) and (b) P (RS /RB ),
evaluated in T2-networks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Average value of Φ (RS , RB ) calculated by means of Equations 8 and 9. (a)T1networks. (b) T2-networks.
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of P (RB /RS ) and P (RS /RB ) making up the respective average value, is equal to the
delta function when Ω → 1; hence, the set of δ (RS − RB ), for any combination of RS ,
RB , produces the uniform distribution. Lastly, the Φ (RS , RB ) function takes the form of
k1cosh(Z 2 ), k1 being a proportionality constant, when Ω → 1; this is a result complementary to the uniform distribution verified via the average probability densities, which
ensures the Φ (RS , RB ) value of being reciprocal to the corresponding values of FS (RS )
and FB (RB ). The networks arising between these two extremes cases represent intermediate situations. The previous discussion can be summed up by means of the next three
equations, which are graphed in Figure 6.
P (RB /RS ) =

P (RS /RB ) =

Φ (RS , RB ) =

(a)

(

(

FB (RB ); Ω → 0
1
b−a ; Ω → 1

(12)

FS (RS ); Ω → 0
1
b−a ; Ω → 1

(13)

1; Ω →
0

2
k1cosh Z ; Ω → 1

(14)

(

(b)

Figure 6. Adjusted functions representing the average conditional probability densities and
the average correlation function for the two extremely correlated cases as verified for T1networks. (a) Equation 11 or 12. (b) Equation 13.
An equivalent analysis can be formulated for the T2-networks. In fact, the case where
Ω → 0 is equivalent to the corresponding case in the T1-networks (Figures 4 and 5(b)).
However, the extremely correlated case differs. It is observed that both PΩ→1 (RB /RS )
and PΩ→1 (RS /RB ) present two maxima, instead of the one obtained for the T1 case.
These two peaks correspond to small and big sizes of pore elements. The maximum located
at the smaller size is related to sites of small size, which are the type of sites most difficult
to accommodate with C-bonds without geometrical interferences. On the other hand, the
maximum located at the bigger size corresponds to bonds of large size, which are the type
of bonds that have to be connected to the largest sites in order to comply with the geometrical restrictions. It is important to note that the interconnected bonds and sites differ
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considerably in size, since these entities have to comply with geometrical restrictions: the
most correlated T2-network is equivalent to Ω = 0.18 as this relatively low overlapping
value ensures that the sizes of connected sites and bonds differ enough as to comply the
geometrical restrictions. The networks remaining between these two extreme cases represent intermediate situations. The previous discussion can be summarized by means of the
next three equations (k2, k3, k4 and k5 are proportionality constants), which are plotted in
Figure 7.
FB (RB ); Ω → 0
k2 cosh (Z); Ω → 1

(15)

FS (RS ); Ω → 0
k3 cosh (Z); Ω → 1

(16)

1; Ω → 0
cosh (k4 ln (Z + k5)); Ω → 1

(17)

P (RB /RS ) =
P (RS /RB ) =
Φ (RS , RB ) =

(

(
(

(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Adjusted functions representing the average conditional probability densities and
the average correlation function for the two extremely correlated cases as verified for T2networks. (a) Equation 14 or 15. (b) Equation 16.

4.2. Correlation Length
The information supplied by the average quantities given above is important, but still renders no account for the topological domains or regions where the sizes of pore elements
have similar sizes, a characteristic which becomes a very important issue when choosing
the appropriate network size to statistically represent heterogenous media. For example,
below the percolation threshold, the average size of clusters has to be at least ten times
smaller than the size of the pore network, in order to assess the correct percolating cluster.
This condition is ensured if the average size of the regions where pore elements have similar
sizes is calculated. To this end, we define a correlation length via the following equation:
ξ=−

r
LogC (r)

(18)
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Figure 8. Correlation length, ξ, as a function of the overlapping, Ω, evaluated for T1 and
T2 networks.
Where ξ is the correlation length and C (r) is the correlation coefficient between the
sizes of two pore elements separated by a distance r, given by:
D

C (r) =



E

(RSi (ri ) − xms) RSj (rj ) − xms
σ2

(19)

Being RSi and RSj the sizes of two sites with positions given by the vectors ri and rj ,
respectively, and separated by a distance r = |ri − rj |.
The parameter ξ evaluates the average size of the patches in the network, where the
sizes of pore elements have similar sizes. In order to ensure the construction of a statistically representative pore network the correlation length has to be at least five times smaller
than the length of the porous network. Figure 8 shows the correlation length evaluated for
T1 and T2 networks. From this figure, it is appreciated that the parameter ξ reaches higher
values for the T2 networks (the highest size ∼ 40) than those reached for the T1 networks
(the highest size ∼ 20). The domains with similar site sizes in the case of the most correlated T1-networks, almost double the corresponding values found in the most correlated
T2-networks; this great difference can be explained if we consider that T2-networks are
subjected to geometrical restrictions, in contrast to the T1-networks, which are subjected to
a more relaxed restricting construction principle, thus allowing for the existence of domains
of larger sizes inside them.

4.3.

Percolation Cluster

One important application of pore networks consists in the calculation of percolation properties. Percolation may be studied either via bonds (bond percolation) or sites (site per-
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Figure 9. Site percolation threshold, PCS , as function of the overlapping, Ω, evaluated for
T1 and T2 networks.

colation). Besides, percolation may be assessed either in correlated or uncorrelated pore
networks. One percolation property that varies greatly with correlation is the percolation
threshold. To date it has been found that this quantity decreases considerably with the overlapping (Ω); although it has only been evaluated for square networks [27]. Figure 9 presents
the site percolation threshold, PCS , evaluated in T1 and T2-networks [35]. From this figure, it can be appreciated that the value of the percolation threshold attains the value of
0.31117 when Ω = 0, for both T1 and T2 networks; this is the expected value reported for
simple cubic lattices [32]. In accordance with [27] the percolation threshold decreases as Ω
increases. However, it decreases sharply for T2-networks (PCS = 0.074 when Ω = 0.92),
whilst it decreases smoothly up to Ω ∼ 0.4 and then increases and decreases alternatively
up to Ω ∼ 0.9, for T1-networks.
The previous results can be complemented with the fractal dimension, DF , of the spanning clusters, calculated at PCS (Figure 10). The information presented in the latter figure
shows the following behaviours. T2-networks: the value of DF always decreases as Ω increases (from 2.5 for Ω = 0 to 1.9 for Ω = 0.19). T1-networks: the value of DF fluctuates
between 2.5 for Ω = 0 to 2.25 for Ω = 0.92. At points located between the extreme values
of Ω ,DF attains local minima and maxima. The decrease of the DF value in T2-networks,
indicates that the level of detail of the spanning cluster is lost as Ω increases. In other words,
the spanning cluster densifies as Ω increases. On the other hand, the values of DF obtained
for the T1-networks indicate that the texture of the spanning cluster changes drastically
as Ω varies, densifying and spreading alternatively. This constitutes an unusual result that
has to be studied by further research. However, these results also indicates that correlated
T1-networks provide interesting structures with unusual percolating properties. Some spanning clusters are presented in Figure 11. Table 3 lists the values of the data corresponding
to Figures 8-10.
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Figure 10. Fractal dimension, DF , as function of the overlapping, Ω, evaluated for T1 and
T2 networks.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Spanning clustsers. (a) T1-network, Ω = 0; (b) T1-network, Ω = 0.93; (c)
T2-network, Ω = 0; (d) T2-network, Ω = 0.18.
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Table 3. Values of the data presented in Figures 8–10
Ω
0
0.09289
0.11066
0.13093
0.1539
0.17972
0.24065
0.31461
0.40196
0.50229
0.61437
0.67422
0.73618
0.79989
0.86493
0.93089

5.

ξ(T 1)
0.02092
0.1685
0.1789
0.19561
0.22234
0.24448
0.29915
0.38179
0.53481
1.5261
19.657
29.883
42.325
44.385
47.27
43.478

ξ(T 2)
0.01557
0.6809
1.02182
3.38213
16.19462
19.00756
-

PCS (T 1)
0.31409
0.31423
0.31430
0.31433
0.31374
0.30777
0.29097
0.27926
0.24721
0.25645
0.16623
0.22597
0.10799
0.13817
0.19166
0.25148

PCS (T 2)
0.31963
0.24089
0.20167
0.14139
0.07503
0.0748
-

DF (T 1)
2.39232
2.29908
1.99018
2.16254
2.13316
2.25954
1.85842
1.99764
2.03647
2.37928
2.22896
2.16147
2.00565
2.05232
2.22551
2.23528

DF (T 2)
2.466
2.42
2.144
2.182
2.038
1.976
-

Pore Network Construction

The construction of virtual pore networks can proceed through different alternative routes.
In this section, we describe iterative and greedy algorithms, for constructing pore networks
under the DSBM. We also propose a hybrid greedy-iterative algorithm for constructing pore
networks subjected to geometrical restraints.

5.1.

Pure Monte Carlo (PMC) Procedure

In this iterative method, sites are randomly chosen from their precursory distribution and
seeded accordingly throughout all nodes of the lattice; in turn, bonds are chosen haphazardly from their own starting distribution and seeded arbitrarily in-between sites. This careless seeding of sites and bonds leads, most of times, to the construction of pore networks
that violate the CP, especially if Ω is considerable. The CP contraventions existing between
sites and bonds and between adjacent bonds are settled by means of an intense attempting
exchange between pairs of pore elements chosen at random positions throughout the whole
structure. For this exchange, Monte Carlo steps (MCS) are required; a MCS consists in a
number of exchanging attempts equal to the total number of hollows that constitute the pore
network. A Metropolis [31] swapping scheme is used to perform a successful exchange:
if after interchanging two pore elements, the number of CP violations is smaller than, or
at most equal to, the number of initial violations, the swapping is accepted otherwise is
rejected. The drawback of this method arises when the computing execution time that is
required, not only to eliminate CP violations but to also provide topologically credible networks, becomes too long, especially when Ω is considerable.
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5.2. NoMISS Procedure
The execution time shortcoming evidenced by the PMC method can be overcome through
a seeding approach labeled as the NOMISS greedy method; under this scheme, a valid
network (i.e., a CP errorless network) is set just from the very start of the simulation. To
do this, a list containing the sizes of sites in ascending order is set. Bonds are next linked
sequentially to the smaller, intermediate, and larger site sizes; the smaller cavities complete
their whole pore contour (i.e., C bonds are surrounding each site), while respecting the CP.
5.2.1. Multiplex Interconnection for the Creation of Pore Networks
The way by which a pore network is being simulated determines the overall fulfillment of
the CP, as well as the adequate topology of the resultant arrangement. Since every bond
is shared by two sites, the unit cell of the whole pore arrangement is a multiplex entity,
which consists of a central site surrounded by C half bonds; the term half bond surges as
a consequence of what was mentioned above, i.e., that any bond is shared by two sites. In
a cubic network for every site there exist 6 half bonds while in a 2-D square network there
only exist 4 half bonds per site. In total, in the cubic network, there are N × N × N sites
and 3 × N × N × N complete bonds or, alternatively, 6 × N × N × N half bonds, each of
these shared by two neighboring sites.
Now, imagine the following interconnection procedure for building a pore network containing N ×N ×N sites. Initially, C bonds are going to be assigned to each site; this should
be done while respecting the CP. The next step consists in bringing together the collection
of site-bond complete contour multiplexes.
When two of these arrangements are bonded to each other; the largest of the facing
bonds is used to interconnect the two sites while the remaining bond is set free, and should
be allocated to sites having incomplete bond contours. A major problem with this kind of
interconnection pattern resides in the way by which the network is to be constructed; for
instance, one could firstly prefer to grow a multiplex to construct a 2-D plane of interconnected multiplexes along a given direction and then to grow this plane into a 3-D array.
5.2.2. Multiple Seeding (MS) Procedure
It has been found [29] that the growth of a pore network from a single multiplex (a site
surrounded by C bonds) seed through the attachment of further multiplex arrangements,
leads to anisotropic pore arrangements. This undesired anisotropy quality consists in that
the statistical properties of the voids, together with their interconnection properties show no
homogeneity along all directions. To overcome this problem, several multiplex seeds are
randomly assigned to some pore network locations. Then, the seeds are grown in order to
fill the network space.

5.3.

Construction of Pore Networks Subjected to Geometrical Restraints
from the DSBM: The Case of a Cubic Lattice

This method is a hybrid approach that consists of two main steps: the execution of a greedy
procedure to construct an initial pore network where some locations may not accomplish
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the Geometrical Restraints, and the execution of an iterative algorithm that is applied on the
initial network in order to eliminate the possible violations to the Geometrical Restraints;
here, several Monte Carlo exchanges are applied until no mistakes are found in the pore
network.
In order to simulate cubic DSBM pore networks, subjected to geometric restrictions
between pore entities, such as prohibiting any interpenetration between cylindrical capillaries (bonds) previous to their meeting at a spherical cavity (site), it is first required to
select a cubic lattice (i.e., of a connectivity equal to six) with a total size equal to L3 , together with two precursory size distributions: one for sites (cavities, chambers) and another
for bonds (throats, necks). Specifically, in the greedy algorithm step an LS list is created
when the sites proceeding from the precursory site size distribution are ordered according
to a descending size fashion. A similar procedure is made to generate a LB list of bonds,
proceeding from the given precursory bond size distribution, these void elements are also
ordered in a descending size manner. Each of these collections of hollow elements is then
accommodated throughout a given geometrical lattice (e.g., triangular, cubic) in the following manner: sites are located at the intersecting nodes while bonds are inserted in-between
nodes. The detailed outline of the greedy algorithm action is itemized in the following
paragraphs.
5.3.1. Seeding of Sites to Start the Generation of Network Clusters Throughout
a Cubic Lattice
• Sites from the LS hierarchical list are seeded one by one, starting from the first one
(i.e., the largest site) to the last one (i.e., the smallest site), at diverse node positions
all over the cubic lattice.
• To start an i, j, k node position is selected at random.
• The largest site in LS is then assigned to this place. This site size is stored, together
with its lattice position, in a different Assigned-Site LAS list, while keeping the same
site size descending sequence.
• More sites are successively chosen (one after another) from LS along each coordinate
axis in order to generate a cubic cell; this process is continued until eventually building, around the first seeded site, a cubic cluster of K 3 total size (this K size is related
to the number of nodes composing the cluster along a given coordinate direction).
This cluster continues growing along all directions of the lattice while respecting the
same desired (i.e., cubic) geometry. When a site is positioned close to the outer face
of the lattice, the cluster is now grown at the opposite face of the lattice, in a similar
same way as if boundary conditions were imposed.
• The already assigned sites are continuously transferred to the LAS list according to
the same pre-established (i.e., descending) size order, together with their accompanying lattice positions.
• It should be noted that since clusters are being built one by one, according to the
size descending ordering of the LS list, the first cluster that is set is composed of
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the largest sites while the last cluster is formed by the smallest sites. Every time
that clusters overlap, the already assigned positions are kept untouched, whilst empty
positions are seeded with the still available site sizes.
• Additional clusters of the same K 3 size are grown similarly as the first cluster at
different random positions of the cubic lattice. The number of clusters (seeds) is
selected beforehand. Every time that clusters overlap each other, the already assigned
sites are kept untouched while empty positions are occupied by available sites.
• Once all foresighted site clusters have been seeded and grown to their final sizes, and
since some node positions could still be empty, a recovering layer is started from the
first cluster to all vacant node positions until reaching a final L3 total site seeding
extent.
5.3.2. Bond Assignation to Sites
The policy of trying to link firstly the largest bond sizes to sites, according to the descending
size order in which these last elements appear in the LS list, is followed. In this case,
however, there can still surge geometric restraints when two adjacent bonds are going to be
connected to the same site and preventive action is required. The steps below are carried
out for achieving a rightful linking of bonds to sites.
• Bonds are assigned to each site according to the decreasing sequence prescribed by
the LB list.
• Bond assignation starts with the site having the largest size, and the process continues
with the ensuing sites according to the order established by the LAS list.
• Every site requires C bonds for completing its corresponding bond contour; it is thus
expected that some violations of the CP would occur when a pair of bonds interfere
with each other. Thus, every additional bond that is linked to a site requires to be
appropriately chosen in order to not contravene the CP .
• Nonetheless, any bond that is going to be attached to a site already connected to some
other bonds should be of the largest possible size, according to the hierarchic order
dictated by the LB list. This action precludes any eventual lack of sufficiently small
bonds required to complete the pore network, especially when dealing with highly
overlapped site- and bond-size distributions.
• The above process is continued orderly with every one of the remaining site elements
of LS until a completion of bond contours around all sites is fulfilled.
• It may happen that one given bond could not be linked to a site if, already, there are
not enough available bonds of sufficiently small sizes; in this case, one bond of the
largest size is attached to the site regardless of introducing a CP violation.
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Figure 12. Percentage of invalid sites generated via a random initialization and with the
hybrid algorithm running under different mean site size values ( Ω overlap).
5.3.3. Pore Swapping to Eliminate Geometrical Errors and Improve Pore Network
Isotropy
The previous strategy allows the initialization of a pore network which tolerates a small
number of CP violations. The site violations percentage of the hybrid algorithm is considerably smaller than that obtained from a random initialization; the random initialization
of a 100x100x100-size network generates 63% errors when having a maximum Ω overlap, whilst the hybrid algorithm renders only 0.8% errors, as shown in Figure 12. In order
to eliminate the existing violations generated through the greedy algorithm step, we execute the iterative algorithm that succesively applies the pure Monte Carlo exchanges, as
explained before. Finally, additional Monte Carlo iterations are performed to improve the
pore network isotropy.

6.

Parallel Simulation of Pore Networks

The three methods described above for the construction of pore networks require the processing of millions of data items. This type of applications can definitly take advantage of
parallel computing technologies. In this section, we present two basic parallel approaches
to construct pore networks considering T1 constraints. The proposed algorithms are based
on the distributed memory programming model, using the Message Pasing Interface (MPI)
library and a set of collaborative processing cluster-nodes. The first approach is the parallel
Monte Carlo version which follows the main construction behavior described in 5.1. The
second approach is a parallel version of the NoMISS algorithm specified in 5.2.. In both
approaches a set of cluster-processors is organized as a 3D NxNxN logical torus topology;
each processor has 6 neighbouring-processors which are directly connected to it, as in the
example shown in Figure 13 where a 3x3x3 torus topology is represented. This organization is very suitable for the partitioning of the 3D pore network structure, then obtaining
NxNxN smaller subnetworks; thus, the processors work simultaneously for the construction of a subnetwork. A restriction is considered when working with the outer subnetwork
faces. Since the pore network was partitioned into NxNxN subnetworks some of the outer
face pores in a subnetwork have not a complete bond contour (as shown in Figure 14), thus
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Figure 13. A 3x3x3 processor torus example.
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Figure 14. An example of a pore slide in a subnetwork.
the processing is restricted to be applied only to the interior pore structures of a subnetwork.
In order for the outer face pores to be initialized, some pore transfers among processors
should be done [33]. Half of each subnetwork is transferred on the processor torus towards
the x, y, and z axis directions, thus allowing the initialization of the whole pore network
space. Figure 15 shows how a 4x4 pore slide is initialized after the three transfers. With a
3D subnetwork, 7 transfers should be applied throughout the x, y, x, z, x, y, and x axis to
obtain a complete pore initialization. In the following subsections, we respectively present
the particular behaviours of the Monte Carlo and greedy parallel algorithms employed for
the pore network simulation.

6.1.

Parallel Monte Carlo Method for Pore Network Construction

The processors start creating their own subnetwork space. The parallel Monte Carlo method
can be divided into three steps:
1. Pore-size initialization
The torus processors simultaneously perform the same pore size initialization algorithm, as in the sequential version, thus working on their local space. So, the initialization time Tini is reduced to Tini /N , where N is the number of used processors.
2. Pore exchanges
Here, a succesive number of pore-size exchanges is applied to eliminate the CP violations, as in the sequential version. However, after a number of local exchanges, each
processor transfers half of its subnetwork to its neighbouring processors on the torus,
as previously explained. This process allows the whole set of pores to be exchanged
and it is repeated until all of them arrive to a valid configuration.
3. Isotropy improvement
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Figure 15. Representation of a subnetwork slide initialization through subnetwork transfers.
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Figure 16. Parallel Monte Carlo performance.

When there are no more CP violations in a pore network, an additional number of
pore-size exchanges is still required in order to improve the network isotropy. In
this step the processors remain working in parallel by alternately applying a certain
number of local pore exchanges via processor transfers along the three axis of the
torus architecture.

This method and the next one were tested on a cluster in which each node had two
Quad-Core Xeon Intel processors at 3 GHz and 16 GB RAM equally distributed among
eight cores. Therefore, in each node there were eight processing units available. In turn, the
sequential version was tested by using a single core with 2GB RAM; the parallel versions
were tested by means of 8, 27 and 64 cores.
Figure 16 shows how the parallel Monte Carlo version clearly outperforms the sequential version. Besides, the availability of a higher volume of memory distributed on the torus
processors, allows the generation of pore networks which can reach larger sizes.
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Table 4. Average simulation response time of NoMISS and MC methods when constructing pore networks of sizes L = 90, 120, 150, 180, 240, and 300, using 1, 8, 27, and
64 cores
Cores MC(s) NoMISS(s)
1
9346.2
7586.8
8
2581.8
831.7
27
2433.7
121.8
64
2074.5
36.3

6.2. Parallel NoMISS Algorithm for Pore Network Construction
In this version each torus processors starts creating its own subnetwork space and generating
its local ordered site list that contains L3/P sites, with P =number of processors. The
parallel greedy algorithm can be divided into the following three steps:
1. Parallel pore-cluster seeding
The cluster seeding procedure is performed by each processor, working on its internal
current subnetwork space. This procedure is applied alternately with several torus
processor transfers towards the x, y, and z axis. As a result, the allocated pore-clusters
present a non-uniform distribution throughout the global pore network space.
2. Filling the empty space
After the seeding procedure execution, the processors should initialize the remaining
non-initialized subnetwork pores by constructing a spanning cluster. However, they
do not still have the same number of items in their remaining pore lists. It is possible
that one processor is not able to complete the spanning cluster because its list is empty
whereas another processor has non used list items after completing its subnetwork
initialization. To handle this situation a data distribution algorithm can be applied,
such as the linear balancing algorithm shown in [30].
3. Isotropy improvement
As in the Monte Carlo parallel version, once the pore network has no CP violations,
an additional number of pore-size exchanges should be applied to improve the network isotropy. In this step, the processors also work in parallel by alternately applying a certain number of local pore exchanges with transfers along the three axis of
the torus architecture.
Figure 17 shows how the parallel greedy algorithm version outperforms the sequential
NoMISS version. Comparing Figure 16 and 17 we observed that, since the NoMISS parallel method requires additional memory for sorting pore sizes, the obtained pore networks
were shorter than those obtained by the parallel Monte Carlo version, when using the same
number of processors. However, we observed that the parallel greedy NoMISS version, in
general, achieved a better performance than the Monte Carlo version, as shown in Table 4.
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Figure 17. Parallel NoMISS performance.

7.

Results

As part of the results, in Figures 18 and 19 two examples of porous networks are shown.
Both types of networks comply with the CP, with the difference that in Figure 18 these
pore networks involve no geometric constraints; whereas Figure 19 shows pore networks
subjected to geometric restrictions. Both networks are 100x100x100 in size.
Figure 18(a) shows the initial graph constructed by using 800 clusters of size 10. This
network (without geometrical restrictions) is constructed with a high overlap between the
bond and site distributions (xmb=26 and xms=29). In order to improve the isotropy of the
network 50,000 Monte Carlo steps are applied, the result is shown in Figure 18(b).
Similarly, Figure 19(a) shows the initial pore network under geometric constraints, occupying 800 clusters of size 10. Unlike the previous graph (without geometric constraints)
this network (with geometric constraints) can only be built from a lower overlap (xmb=26
and xms=42). Again, this initial network is subjected to Monte Carlo steps of swappings to
improve its isotropy, the result is shown in Figure 19(b).
In Figure 20 we show several pore networks subjected to geometrical restrictions. These
networks are 100x100x100 in size (1 million of sites), with xmb=26 and xms extending
from 42 to 46. The Figure shows different pore networks for different overlaps (between
sites and bonds), starting from high overlap with xms=42 to low overlap with xms=46.
In terms of numerical results, Figure 21(a) plots the initial errors (y-axis) when a pore
network including geometric constraints is constructed. Remember that the Hybrid algorithm initially builds a network depicting construction errors, ie. sites or bonds that do not
meet the geometric constraints; then these errors are corrected by exchanging pore sizes.
The graph shows these initial errors regarding the overlap (x-axis) among sites and bonds,
for different initial configurations. In these configurations we have varied the number of
clusters and their sizes. As expected, we observe that with a higher overlap ( xms = 42 ) the
number of initial errors is greater, while at lower overlap ( xms = 46 ) the number of errors
decreases. Also observe that when the number of clusters increases (e.g., the number of
clusters in cs10nc1500 is 1500), the number of errors increases. This is because it is more
difficult to build a complete network based on many clusters that grow independently but
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 18. Porous media under the DSBM (no geometrical restrictions allowed);
xmb=26,xms=29,sigma= 6, cluster size=10, number of clusters= 800; without pore exchanges 18(a), and after 50000 pore exchanges 18(b). Large pore sizes are represented in
gray color, medium pore sizes in dark gray color, and small pore sizes in light gray color.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Porous media under the DSBM, xmb=26,xms=42,sigma=6, cluster size=10,
number of clusters= 800; without pore exchanges 19(a), and after 50000 pore exchanges
19(b).
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Figure 20. Porous media under the DSBM, xmb=26, xms from 42 to 46, sigma=6, cluster
size=30, number of clusters=50, with 40000 pore exchanges. xms=42 20(a), xms=43 20(b)
... xms=46 20(e).
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Figure 21. Porous media under the DSBM, L=100, xmb=26,sigma=6, varing xms, the
cluster size and number of clusters; number of sites with T2-CP violations 21(a), and construction time 21(b).
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which at sometime overlap arises between them.
Finally, Figure 21(b) displays the execution time in seconds (y-axis), needed to remove
these initial errors, as varying the overlap (x-axis) for different network configurations.

Conclusion
Mesoporous materials are physical networks in which geometrical restrictions surge among
their interconnected pore elements as a result of the physical nature of these substrates.
Therefore, the in-silico simulation of mesoporous networks should take into account not
only a myriad (i.e., billions) of voids of nanometric dimensions but also the physical restraints that can arise because of their mutual interconnection. The geometrical restrictions
endow the networks with interesting and different textural properties. This is verified by the
continuos decrease of both the site percolation threshold and fractal dimension, as function
of the overlap. Networks involving no geometrical restrictions do not attain clear fractal and
percolation properties; as it is appreciated from the discontinuos decrease of both quantities: the site percolation threshold and the fractal dimension as function of the overlap.
Several computer algorithms were implemented for the simulation of pore networks: the
basic Monte Carlo method, the greedy NoMISS algorithm, and a hybrid approach. The two
first methods were intended for the construction of networks that involve not geometrical
restrictions among pore elements, whilst the third method is related to the case of geometrical restrictions arising in pore networks. All approaches were conceived from the DSBM
model. We explored the simulation performance by proposing two parallel computing algorithms for the Monte Carlo version and greedy NoMISS approach, which accelerated the
running execution time and allowed the construction of large pore networks with billions of
voids. Our results indicated that the parallel greedy algorithm performed the best.
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